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NIFTY

Past week’s saw a roller coaster move. The Fib projection of 18100 got fulfilled. We saw a retreat
towards the end of the week, after failed attempts on three days to penetrate 18080-18100. The
Index is almost back to the lows of the previous week. Though the elusive 18k was achieved, the
Bulls appear to have let their grip loose for the bears to take charge. The onslaught was intense
when the Index broke another trend line support at 17770. We are back well inside the long term
the downward sloping trend line starting from Oct 21. The sharper move opens the door for further
slide towards 17200 and 17030.
A few observations from the weekly charts are:
 Weekly charts suggest that
 Weekly candle is a bearish candle
 Option exposure would continue to drive the market
o Oscillators are showing mixed signals
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A few interesting observations from the weekly chart
o Whether NIFTY would re-attempt 18k is a big question
o The sharp fall from 18080 to 17500 has distorted the charts and turned the
oscillators.
o The index has come back to the intermediary trend channel which has a support
at 17470
Expected scenarios for the ensuing week
o Having achieved the projected targets of the move towards 18100, we are now
looking at a situation of protecting the downside risk. The 17470 base is crucial
and break would see the index drift to 17280
o For the ensuing week the index could face multiple resistances at 17650, 17770,
17840 and then 17930
o Daily close above 17770 required for further gains
o While the trend seems to have reversed, the Index could find support at 17130.
o Expected range is 17070-17930. Breach and daily close outside this range
requires re-evaluation of risk, direction and target
o As being highlighted in the past weekly reports the gaps listed below are open and
are vulnerable
 16360-16560
 16650-16770
 16920-17070
 17160-17240(Once filled. However, another got created between 17480
and 17380.
Monthly chart shows still has positive signs.
Additional observations
o Bulls and Bears are sweating it out to capture their territory.
o As expected we saw a peak towards mid-week and reversed
o The previous week’s observation that If the Index fails to cross-over 18k, then we
can safely assume that the Bears take control to take the Index towards 17130
holds good and is a work in progress
o The Index is getting into congestion phase with alternating sharp moves on either
side
o Wider Trading Range of 17130-18040 holds with a Pivot at 17600
o If the final hope of 17130 gives-up, we may be staring at 16960 and lower
o Till now, the NIFTY has made an inside candle in the Monthly chart
o We are in an uncertain territory. Even where the crude prices have fallen and
hovering around the pre-war price band and the commodity prices have fallen
considerably, the inflation does not seem to ease
o The event risk with FOMC rate decision due during the week we may see defensive
and bearish bets. US elections round the corner the risk perceptions could undergo
major shifts
o If FED decides a higher than expected hike, we may even see the index drift to
16600
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Bank Nifty:

As expected the Bank Nifty moved higher and had convincingly crossed-over the crucial 40k mark
and achieved the expected weekly target of 41800 levels. A couple of weeks back when the Bank
Nifty crossed the downward sloping trend line, it appeared like an aberration similar to breaches
in Oct 21 and Mar 22(lower side) The Index managed to consolidate above the trend line for the
past 4 weeks. The past week candle shows signs of uncertainty and appear as a bearish signal.
However, it requires confirmation. Daily close above 41100 is crucial for further gains. If the Bank
Nifty fails in the next couple of sessions, we may see the drift towards the earlier break-out level.
This week could be crucial. Over all up trend is still open till we see a close below 37800. Daily
close below 38700 could see the Index drift lower towards 37500. Expected range 38100-41400.
A daily close outside the range requires re-evaluation.
USDINR
As expected the pair attempted 79.10 levels and recovered sharply in the next couple of sessions.
The pair continues to move in a narrow range of 79.10-80.10 with alternating sharp moves on
either side. The risk of sharp move higher remains if the pair closes above 80.35. Only a close
below 78.50 could negate this. The downside also seems limited. If we see a few more sessions
of failed attempt, we may see sellers emerging which may take the pair to 78.70. Still there is
some hope for a prolonged consolidation between 78.80 & 80.35. A close outside this range
requires re-assessment of risk/direction and target.
Another interesting observation:
After a sharp move from 72 to 76 in Mar 20 the pair moved in a narrow range for three months
and then corrected towards 73 levels. Are we looking at a similar scenario of three months
consolidation below 80? We will get to know in next two weeks.
Gold
Though the precious metal attempted to recover during the first few sessions of the week, it could
not even penetrate 1735 and got hammered. This time the support at 1680 also got breached.
The precious metal is expected to be sold off on every attempt of higher levels till it closes above
1730. Looking at the formation, there are possibilities that we may see the prices fall further
towards 1600 levels. Some more time required for the fortunes to turn fully positive for the
precious metal.
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Crypto
For more than a quarter the Crypto assets have moved in a narrow range with sharp moves on
either side. seem to find buying interest around the Nov 20 opening levels. The scenario may be
clearer by the end of this month whether there is potential for a double bottom formation. Presently
the crypto assets are at a crucial price point. A 10% slide from here would see huge stops which
would pull down the prices by another 20%. The assets are likely to sold-off on every spike higher.
The coming week could be a decisive week for the crypto assets to withstand the assault.
Technically it appears so. This can only be negated if it gains 30% with a sharp move.
Uncertainties likely to continue for a longer time.
Crude
Previous week’s observations hold good for the current week as well.
For the fourth month (though the month is just halfway through) in a row the crude prices have
been declining and it appears that the down move is slowing down and we are seeing a
consolidation phase between 82-102. Any breach on either side would require re-assessment of
risk and target. The lower crude prices could significantly reduce the recession concerns. The 8292 range is a comfort zone to accelerate the growth expectations and aversion of a recession. A
daily close below 82 could trigger decline towards 74 which could be a huge positive for global
market sentiments. On the contrary a sharp recovery to 99 cannot be ruled out.
#Stay safe
https://syfx.org/?page_id=100
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